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REJUVENATING HOW SPORTS CONSTRUCTION IS DONE,
TEXAS SPORTS BUILDERS AND MONDO TEAM UP!
Dallas, Texas - June 16, 2011-Texas Sports Builders teams up with Mondo, the leader
in the sports flooring industry for over sixty years, to revolutionize the way athletic
facilities are built. With Mondo’s new innovative synthetic turf and TSB’s unprecedented
reputation for quality construction, this partnership is a match made in sports
construction heaven.
Coming off back to back bowl appearances and a share of the Conference USA
Western Division championship, Southern Methodist University chose Mondo and
Texas Sports Builders to revamp the Gerald J. Ford stadium with a new state-of-the-art
synthetic turf. SMU selected Mondo’s new 3NX Thermo-bonded Fine Tuned Ecofill
synthetic turf, which has been proven to provide a safer, cooler and better performing
turf system. Construction at SMU concluded in March of this year.
Since partnering with Mondo, Texas Sports Builders have now constructed three
Olympic caliber running tracks using Mondo (The Official Supplier of the London 2012
Olympics), and introduce Mondo’s new FTS3 synthetic turf system to NCAA Division 1
football.
About Mondo
Mondo has been a family owned business since its founding in 1948. It supplies a wide
variety of commercial flooring, and is the world’s largest producer of sports and toy balls
with an average daily production of 450,00 units. Mondo sells it’s products in more than
196 countries. More than 1,100 Mondo tracks and 800 Mondo artificial turf fields are
installed worldwide. It was the official supplier of the athletic track for the past nine
Olympic Games and was chosen for the upcoming 2012 London Olympics. Mondo is
also the official supplier and official sponsor of more than 100 sports federations and
associations. Along with tracks and turf, Mondo manufactures large luxury yachts under
its Mondo Marine division. The company’s global headquarters are located in Italy, but
have manufacturing facilities in North America, Europe and Asia. For more information
on Mondo, go to www.mondoworldwide.com.

About Texas Sports Builders
Texas Sports Builders is the leading sports construction company in the Southwest
region with over twenty years of experience under their belt. TSB is operated by Chuck
Wheeler, over thirty years of construction experience, and Hector Puentes, one of only
a few in the country with a designation of both Certified Track Builder and Certified
Field Builder from the American Sports Builders Association. With in-depth knowledge
of design-build athletic facilities and highly qualified and dedicated personnel; TSB is
one of the top rated sports construction companies in the market. Backed by a strong
commitment to customer service, TSB is truly changing the face of the sports
construction industry. They strive to produce and meet the exact needs of their clients
by focusing on professionalism, integrity and expertise. Texas Sports Builders takes
pride in its work and develops a one on one relationship with its clients to insure that all
expectations are met. To learn more, go to www.texassportsbuilders.com .

